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A t-design (X, 9B) is a u-ret X together with a family 981 of k-subsets from X, called blocks, 
such that each subset of X of size I’ is contained in exactly A members of 9. A t-design with the 
above parameters is also called a I-(u, k, A) design. Here, we allow repeated k-sets in S, i.e, SB 
is a multiset. We describe the action of the Mathieu groups M,,, n = 24,23,22, on the power 
sets of the respective X (Chanp Choi and John H. Conway have done this for A&), and then 
determine all of the quadruples a$ parameters t, n, k, h with 2 c t < k 6 4n for which there is a 
t-(n, k. A) design with M,, as autornorphism group. Among the many new t-designs Iound there 
is, for example, an l l -(24,12,6) cjesign which is the union of three orbits of 12-sets under MU, 
two of which are repeated six ttiles. 
1. Introduction 
A r-design, or t-(u, k, A) design, is a pair (X, a) where 3 is a system of k-sets 
(called blocks) from a u-set X such that each t. :,et from X is in exactly A blocks of 
3. We shall allow repeuted blocks. A t-design will be called simple if no blocks 
are repeated and a r-design will lbe called trivial iff there is a constant c such that 
each k-set of X occurs c times in g. Then h = c(iIi). An easy necessary condition 
for the existence of a t-iv, k, A) design is that 
h(~Ij)-O (mod(:I::)) for i=Q, 1,. . . , t. 
Wilson [ 131 has established: Gficlen integers u 2 k > t a 0, there exists a constant 
N = N( t, k, u) such that a t-(v, k, A) exists for all h 2 N satisfying the congruence 
(1). This is a remarkable result a,lthough to-date no simple t-design with t 2 6 has 
been found. If f = 4 r3r 5 infinite families of t-designs are known (see [l J, [7]) and 
such designs seem to exist in profusion for fairly small v (see f2], [Sj). The 
t-designs with h. = 1 :are called Si(:iner systems and are ofteri denoted by S( t, k, II). 
Only 8 few Steiner s!jstems with E - 4 or 5 are known (see [5]). In [8] Kramer has 
constructed (using repeated blocks) a 6-( 17,7, 2) and a 7-( l&9, lo), and Dennis 
ton (personal communication) has constructed a 6-(28,7,6) with repeated blocks. 
Xn this paper we construct nonsimple, and nontrivial f-designs for t as large as 11. 
We accomplish this by using the l#IJell-known but fascinating large Mathieu groups. 
The major effort is to fist deternqline the action of _&f,,, n = 24,23,22 on all k-sets 
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of an II-~ et. CertAn matrices are then obtained and in some cases iin particular 
the 1 l-(24, X2,6)1 the e-Atence of a t-design becomes transparent. 
A well-known property of a t-desigri (X, 3) is that if x E X and 9, = 
@\(x} ] x E B E .%}= D,(9), then (X\(x), 9,) is 8 (t- l)-(U - 1, k - 1, A) design 
called the derivzd design with respe1.t o x. If R,(B) = (I3 1 x6 BE 81, then R,(98) 
is the family oi blocks for what is called the residual (t - l)-design on X\(x). If 
33’={X\B~BE!?Bj then (X, 3’) is a t-(u, u - k, A’) where 
A’= (:)i(DTk)h. 
lie nce w can assume k ~$I. 
We let 9(X\ be the collection of all subsets of a set X and Pk (X) the set of all 
k-subsets of X. If G is a group acting on X, and x E X, g E G, then xR is the image 
of x under g; if Y C_ X, then YK ={y”: y E Y} is the image under g of the set Y. 
Let 0 = & = (x, 0, 1, . . . ,22}, flz3 = 0 \{xj, & -- C& \{O). Then M2, will be 
represented as a quintuply transitive group on 0, as in Todd [12]. Z& is the 
r;.ubgroup of Mz4 fixing the point x, and is quadruply transitive on &. Mz2 is the 
subgroup of .Mz3 fixing the point 0, and is trrply transitive on &. M2; s PSL,(4) 
is the subgroup of Mz2 fixing the point I, and is doubly transitive on .R,, = 
%\U). 
In determining the orbits of a group G on Pk(X) it is verv useful at the outset 
to con.;ute rrte number of G-orbits on Pk(X) for each k. This is possible by an 
application of a Lemma of Livingstone and Wagner [lo], and a character 
theoretic formulation of Burnside’s Lemma (see [4] for more details). Table 1 
gives the results of this computatit.rn. 
‘Pat-k I. Nw-nhx of orbits of k-sets of G = M,, acting on n elements for u = 24,23,22.21 
anti k I 12. 
-T-, 
~- -_ -- 
(i \ 1 2 3 3 5 6 7 8 9 IO I1 12 
---- -- _______-______ --- 
dW?J 1 1 111 2 2 3 3 3 3 .i 
%, 1 11 12 3 4 s 5 s 7 I 
M,, 1 1 1 2 4 6 8 10 10 13 16 13 
(II,, 1 1 2 5 9 14 22 29 3.5 4s 45 3s 
--- .- 
We should note that because n/T,, is quintuply transitive, then any orbit of 
ci -sets, k 2 5, will be a 5d@;n. Similarly any orbit of A& is a 4-design, k a44, 
2nd any orbit of h922 is a 3-design, k 2 3. 
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pdate 9 (X) 
In this section we present the action of Mz4 on sP(fl), of MZ3 on @(a,,), and of 
&Z on %&). Choi [3] and Conway [6] have diagrammed the action of Mz4 on 
p(n) and our diagram for the Mz4 action is isomorphic to theirs. Further, WC, 
adopt notation SO that some strong relationships between the actions of the three 
groups M247 M23 , M2-, become clear from the diagrams presented. ._ 
Conway characterized most of the orbits of s(n) under Mz4 by their relation- 
ships to the orbit of 759 special octads (forming the: Steiner system S(5, e. 24)) 
and to the orbit of 2576 dodecads (called umbra1 dodecsds). We do fsllow 
Conway’s lead in characterizing orbits by comparing an orbit with one or more 
selected orbits, but we have not been able to sustain Conway’s degree of elegance 
in notation and terminology. More precisely, we will characterize orbits by means 
of “frequency vector:? For any set XC a,, and any orbit 0 = ,,clf (where .Ok 
will be the ith orbit of k-subsets of Q, under M,, n = 24,23,22) the intersection 
frequency ei = e,(X; 0) = I{ Y E 0: IX n Yl = j}l of X with respect to 0 is the 
number of elements of 0 which intersect X precisely in j-sets. Then E = 
E(X; 0) = (eO, e,, . . . , ek) is the frequency vector of X with respect to 0. Since 
IX n Y( = IXR n ‘?“I for any g E M,, E(X; 0) 
0’ of M,, and we denote it by E(0’;‘ (?). 
is constant for nll sets X ;:I any orbit 
Now if 0 = ,,Ok is a l-[n, k, A,) design, which is the case here since h4,, is 
transitive on on, then z jej = 1x1 Al for E(X; 0) = (e,, . . . , ek) SO 
E(X,: 0) # E(X,; 0) if IX,1 # 1X21. Let 0 = nO$ be fixed. It is very useful to 
know the number, say pk, of orbits cf &(fl,,) under M,. For if one finds pk 
different sets XF E pk (a,), where Zk(0) = (E(XF: 0): i = 1, . . . . pk} arid there are 
ilk distinct frequency vectors in 6 k(O), then ak = ((XF: i = 1, . . . , pk) will be a set 
of representatives of the orbits of p&2,.,) under M,, and 8‘k (0) will characterize 
the orbits ,,Ok, i.e. YE ,OF iff E(Y; 0) = E(XF; 0). If 0 = n0F,l has the added 
virtue that for each k there are pk sets X~E pk(&&,) for which l8”(O>l= pk, then 
(E: EE ‘6”(O), k = 1,. . . , n) will completely characterize the orbits of p(L?,) 
under M,,. For example, if vz = 24 then choosing 0 = 240y (which is the orbit of 
759 special octads) will produce a set of frequency vectors that are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the orbits of s(0) under M24. These frequency vectors are 
given in the Diagram 1 for the action of A424 on 0. The frequency vectors that we 
used to characterize orbits under MZ3 were E(,,O”; 230:) where 230T = D&O;) 
is the derived design S(4,7,23), of S(5,8,24), consisting of 253 special heptads. 
For M22r frequency ve:tors with respect to the orbit 220T = D0(230:)., which is an 
S(3,6,22), did not distinguish between all orbits. For example, E(,@;; 2#:) = 
E&O;; 22 0:) = (6,36, 15,20,8,0,0]1. Using 220g = R&~O~) fo calculating fre- 
quency vectors did provide sufhcient discrimination between orlbn 
frequency vet s including how some fre 
M22 relate ba to fre~~~~ncy vectors for 
in this section. 
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Diagram 1. The. action of &I,, on p(n). 
In the tilagram for M,, the cells represent orbits, with orbits ,,Of for fixed k 
aligned horizontally. For MZ4 a cell for 2.rOk gives the 015t length as JY (the 
number of blocks in a 5-(24, k, A)); the number r of blocks in the deriveci. design 
written as the sum of one or more integers; and the frequency vector 
&( 0;; 24 0: ). For A& a cell gives the two numbers b and r, and for MZZ1 each 
cell ,;ives the value of b. 
Cw-Gder a line that joins an ,Sy to an ,,Oy+‘. At the end of the line adjacent to 
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,OY there is a number 4, and at the other end there is a number b,. Then for each 
X%0:, 
Uij=@j(U, U+l)=){YE,O~+l: Xc Y}l 
and for ehch YE nOrf1, 
An easy counting argument then implies that 
qj(U, u + 1) InO:\ = bit(U, u + 1) InOiuf’l. 
Clearly, each diagram induces a partial ordering of the orbits under M,, where an 
orbit B is dominated by an orbit A iff for some sets X E A, YE B we have that 
YCX. 
pu’ow 0’ = (a,, \ X I X E: ,O:} is an orbit of (n - &sets under M1, and it is a 
straightforward exercise 1.0 show that the lower half (including the orbit lengths, 
the aii’~ and bij’s) of the complete diagram of the action of M, on S(&) is the 
mirror image, across the horizontal line where k = in, of the upper half of the 
diagram. Hence our diagrams only include orbits of k-sets for k s $n (k s $(n + 1) 
when n = 23). 
While the integers Qii and bij can in many cases be deduced by combinatorial or 
group-theoretic arguments, it was simple to determine them by computation. If 
X E ,,Of then determining the orbits in which the (k - l&subsets of X lie deter- 
mines the bij(k - 1, k). Adjoining elements of & \ X to form (k + 1)-sets and 
determining in which orbits they lie determines the LZ#, ic + 1). Further, knowing 
any three of the values in the equatron 
aij(u, u + 1) I,Orl= bij(U:, U + 1) \,Oy+‘I 
determines the fourth. 
Consider, for example, 24 0: where the number of blocks in the derived design 
D = LLb40g) is r = 4048 t 28336. Then D is preserved by Mz3 (the stabilizer in 
Mz4 of the point a) and since M 24 is transitive on 0 the derived designs with 
respect to any point of 0 #are isomorphic. It follows by an easy counting argument 
that (b&7,8)/k)r = 4048 (af the 7-sets of D are in the residual design (R,(24O:). 
In general, if the group is transitive on the n points, then (bij (UT u + l)/( u + 1 jjr of 
the u-sets in Q(,Oy”) arc in R,(,OY). Since M23 preserves D and R&4OT), the 
do48 7-sets of Rm(240T) fl I, are a union of M2,-orbits. In fact these 4048 sets are 
precisely 230z and the 28336 remaining sets in D form 230z. Let A = 230f, 
B =23 OF. Then we index the orbits under M23 SO that if A E D(240fF+1), B C: 
Di2,0F3 and il < i2, then i < j. If A U 13 C_ DG4@f1+1) and A E R(,,OFs), B c 
R f240FA) with i3 < i4, ther. i < j. We index similarly for orbits 220k under M22, 
k s 11. (Indexing of orbits 220k, k 3 12, which are not used in this paper, would 
be modified where necessary ts preserve symmdry of iagram 3 2but a 
Earl. S. Kramer, Spyros S. Mughems, Dale A!. Mestter 
Diagram 2. The action of M,, L‘.PI (R,,). 
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Diagranl 3. The action of IM,, on P(R,,). 
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horizontal line at k = 11.) So, for example, 
D,,( 24O;O) = 250z U 230z and Do(:zsOg) = 220z U 220t U 210:. 
For orbits u.nder MZ4 and MZ3 the bijr/( u + 1) sets of size u dcl correspond to singe 
orbits in the stabilizer of the given group. This pattern does not continue in going 
from the di,agram for MZ2 to t.hat of A&, since there are 6 1 1 OOSOO/lO blocks in 
D1(220~0) vvhich are contained in & and these 60480 blocks break up into three 
orbits under MZ,. 
Returning to a discussion of frequency vectors, note that by counting in two 
ways those pairs of sets X E 0’, YE 0 such that IX n Y\ = i, then 101 E(0’; 0) = 
10’1 E( 0; 0’) where the vectors may be matde conformable by adjoining zero 
components as needed. Also if 0’ = (J2 \ Y: YE 0’) then 
e,(O’; Oy)=e,,_i(O’; Or), O~iGrIn. 
Suppose X E R&Ok) n D&Of+‘). Then .X is a representative of 240f and of 
Z30f( for some 1, and X U (m) is a representative of 240F+1. Now 240f = D U 230y 
where D = { W U {m}: WE 230:}. Note that 230: = D&O:) = S(4,?., 23) is the 
derived design of 240y = S(5,8,24) and 230y = Rm(240y) is the residual design of 
zJOy. Then the blocks Y of 230; which have intersection of size p with X also 
appear as blocks of 240y, where they still have intersection p with X and have 
intersection fi with X U (03). The blocks 2 of Z130: which have intersection /3 with 
A’, are in obvious one-to-one correspondence with the blocks of 240T which 
contain x and which have intersection p with X and intersection /3 + 1 with 
X U (x}. It follows that 
q&Y: 24 03 = e&C 230:) + e,W; 23(33r 
and 
e,iX U {Co}; 240y) = ep(X;,,OT) + es+ (X; &), 
where Osfls8. If E(X; 24 0;) and E(X U(m); 240y) are known, then E(X; J?y) 
and WX; 23 0:) are determined. We illustrate schematically the solution to the 
above system in a particular case. Now 
E(240!; 24 07) = (13,96,228,256, 130,32,4,0,0), 
E(2”0$ 21 0;) = (6,63, 180,264 180,54, 12,0,0), 
and consider 
where it becomes apparent (by re$errinS to the equations and our diagram) that 
E(,dx; 23 0:) = (6,54,140, 176, 130,24,4,0,0) and E(,,Ot; 2307) = (7,40,88, 
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80,30,&O, 0). By this prxedure it is clear that tiom the -+frequency vectors 
EfX; 24 03 we can obtain the frequency vectors E’(JC ; 0) where 0 = 2&i or 
230z, and we can @tain, EI(X;:U) where 0 * &-sr .z@z a;r 2@&aor &IT. 
Observe that if our comparison orbit OF in,E(X; 03, wi.s, a #-(n5 k, A) design then 
it is an i-(11, k, Ai) design fix 0 s i S f. Let 1~~ = q(X; O)j 2 I{ YE 0 1 Z s Y where 
121 = i and Z G X)1, 0~ i s 1x1. Then easily for 0~ i s t, ai = (i71)A,. Also .* 
So for determining E(X; 0) where 0 = =Of, we need only know the size of X 
and either e6, e7, e, or us, u7. as for this X. The remaining values are determineci 
by usin; the values of hi, 0 G i =G 5, and the equations in this paragraph. 
Finally, in this section we have presented Table 2 which gives orbit representa- 
tives for M,,, n = 24,23,22. 
Table 2 
S U{? 0) is representative for M,,, for (k +2)-sets, 
S WI is representative for Mz3 for (k + l)-sets, 
S is representative for Iw,, for k-sets 
Orbit Index 
k Elements of S 
lc 
4 
__-- 
1235 
ii34 
2 : 2 
2 3 3 
2 3 4 
1 ! 1 
2 ? 2 
2 3 7 
2 ? L) 
3 4 5 
3 4 6 
1-i 3 5 I.4 
1234 7 
1234 6 
12 3 5 15 
6 12 3 5 14 17 
6 12 3 4 7 10 
6 1234 615 
6 1234 5 14 
6 I.234 5 8 
6 1234 5 6 
1 
11 
i ; 2 
1‘ 3 
2 3 4 
2 3 5 
2 4 6 
2 4 7 
3 1. 8 
7 12 3 4 7 10 1;' 
7 1234 6 15 II' 
7 1234 5 14 i' 
7 1234 5 8 11 
7 1234 5 7 li 
7 1 234 5 61: 
7 1234 5 6 1L 
7 1;34 5 81: 
111 
12 
2 3 z ? 
2 3 62 
2 3 78 
2 4 88 
2 4 98 
3 5 iG 8 
1 I I i9 
11 2 19 
12 39 
12 34 5 8 ll13 
1234 5 9 1c 12 
1234 5 6 15 18 
1234 5 E, 14 17 
1234 5 6 4 I4 
12 34 5 81012 
1234 5 6 814 
1234 5 6 815 
1234 5 6 7 14 
1234 S 8 10 16 
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 11 ?; 
1234 5 6 8 14 ?C 
1234 5 8 10 i2 A5 
^--- 
lrbit Index 
For 
'24 '23 M2i 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
i 
1. 
1 
2 
fl 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
'> 
3 
3 
3 
2 4 
2 5 
3 6 
3 7 
3 8 
4 
5 9 
10 
11 
12 
2 3 
2 4 
3 5 
3 - 
3 7" 
4 8 
4 9 
5 10 
5 11 
6 12 
7 13 
il 
2 2 
2 3 
2 4 
3 5 
3 6 
3 7 
4 8 
4 9 
4 10 
5 11 
5 12 
5 13 
6 14 
6 15 
I 16 
i-c 
- 
9 
9 
G 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Elements of S 
12345 6 7 14 17 
12345 6 8 14 17 
12 345 6 7 914 
12345 6 8 14 16 
12345 6 7 814 
12343 6 7 11 14 
12 345 8 10 16 18 
10 1'2345 6 8 10 11 13 
10 12345 C 8 14 17 20 
10 12345 6 7 8 11 !.3 
10 12345 ki 7 9 10 14 
10 12345 6 7 9 11 14 
10 12345 6 7 8 14 17 
i0 1?345 6 8 14 16 17 
10 12345 6 7 8 9::4 
10 12345 6 8 14 16 .L8 
10 12345 6 7 9 13 .L4 
10 12345 6 7 8 13 1.4 
10 12345 6 7 11 14 :.5 
10 12345 8 10 16 18 LO 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 - 
12345 6 7 8 1:t l:, 18 
12345 6 7 8 1:t 11 13 
12345 6 7 8 10 11 13 
12345 6 7 8 14 '.7 18 
12345 6 7 8 3 il 13 
12345 6 7 8 91418 
12345 6 7 8 9 10 14 
12345 6 7 8 9 11 14 
12345 6 7 a 9 i4 17 
12345 6 7 8 1.c 14 17 
12345 6 7 8 9 14 16 
12345 6 7 8 12 14 17 
12 34 5 6 814161718 
12345 6 7 9 ',.3 14 20 
12345 6 7 8 10 14 21 
1 2 3 4 8 10 13 14 16 17 21 
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4. Fin&g t-designs 
C)ur sprocedure fo:r finding t-designs follows that used in :9] with the major 
exception that we here allow repeated blocks. We describe this method briefly. If 
G is a permutation group acting on a u-set X, then let Of be the, ith orbit of 
I-subsets of X. If d E 0: is a fixed member of Of, let aij be the number of 
members r E 0: sxh that d E I’. That the number Qii is independent of the choice 
of LL E 0: follows frorr the fact that G acts transitively on @: and 0:. Note that a,i 
would simply be the number of times that a t-subset from 0: would occur in the 
k-sets comprising 01:. Let the size of A == ( UJ be VI by n. Then there is a 
E-(u, k, A) design (X, 3) with G as an autolLlorphism group iff there is a 1 by n 
vector x of nonnegative integers such that A( XT) is a colluiun vector of h’s Let 
A ((3 ; X; t, k, U) = A = (qj) be the above matrix. Then it is straightforward to 
show that if t s tl S k, then 
A(G; X; t, tl, u)A(G; X; iI, k, a). 
Consequently it is only necessary to determine A(G;X; U, u + 1, U) for 2%: u< 
[&I] to calculate all required A(G; X; t, A:, II). For our situation where G == M,, 
n = 2.4,23,22, the matrix A(M,,; X; u, u + 1, n) is easi!y read from the diagrams 
giving the group action of M,, n = 24,23,22, on S,(X). For a given diagram and 
u we have AM ; 0, ; U, u + 1, n) = (a,j(u, u + 1)). For example, 
ACM,,; ‘/Ez4; ‘9,8,24) = 
[: l; 1% 
1 
16 0 0 
A(i&& &J; 8,9,24) = 9 15 0 8 o., 1 8 
and their product divided by (;I:) = 2 yiel+ 
I 
= A(M,,; &; ?,9,24) = A. 
Tables 2, ,4, and 5 present the matrices A(M, ; ,(L, ; t, k, )I) with (n - 19) s t <: k s 
[&I] for ?z = 24, 23, and 22, respectively. Now the row sums of A are 136 = (:) or 
in genernl (:I:) = h for a given A(G; X; t, k, 11). ‘t’his 1 wodd be the A for the 
trivial design (X, 9) where 3 = p,JX). Table 6 gives the values of i along with 
the values of h where A is the smallest positivie value of h sp,tisfying equation (1) 
for a given choice of L, k, 9 where 2 < t < k < $J and t, = ?,4,23,22. Clearly any A 
for a t-(c, k, h ) must be a multiple of the minimal A. For tile 7-(24,9, A) the first 
row of A 5 dhvisible by 8 SO let A = 8a. We get a solution (4,0,1) when cy = 8 and 
a solution (0. 4,3) when CY = 60. The trivial solution (1, 1, 1) has (x = 17 and by 
taking apprclpriate combinations of nontrivial and trivial solutions we can obtain 
T
ab
le 4. 
M
atrices A
(M
zs; &
; 
t, k
, 23) for 44 
t <
 k
 c 
I? . 
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Table 6. For given u., t, k, a celi contains h = (minimal A) as the upper entry and 
h = (c-i) as the lower entry. 
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V 
_I 
!4 
23 
:- 
22 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
3 
8 
nontrivial 7-(24,9,&x )‘s for all a! /- > 120. The matrix B for 8-(249, A) is nonsing- 
ular so any solutions win1 be multiples of the trivial one (1, 1, l), i.e. we can only 
get trivial solutions. 
Suppose that i3 = A(G; X; t, fi, u), A = A(G; X; tI, k, v), and 
-1 
BA=.A(G;X;t,k,v) 
where B is nonsingdar with row sums h = (,“I::). If J = [l 1 l . - I]‘, then it easily 
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fdowc, that x is a solution of Ax’~ = AJ if and only if x is a solution of 
C’x I = ,\hp ‘1 This would zean, for the given G and X, that any t,-(u, k, A j is a 
r-Iv, k. Ah/j *), ad conversely. We deb*Iote this by t,-(o, k, Ajw+, k, A@?~-‘). 
For example, with the B and A mentic>;led in the previous paragraph it readily 
flsliows that ‘I’-(24,9,8a) =6-(24,9,48a!). 
Considtir the matrix D = A@&,; 0; 11, l&24), namely 
!t i\ transparent that there is an 1 l-(24, 12,6) with solution (6,0, 1, 0,6). Other 
-,ollutions from D and the other matrices were found almost exclusively by hand 
:with varying degrees of difficulty) and we simply present them here. If 3 
slontrivial solution L r 3 quadruple i-( n, k, A! is not obtainable by combinations of 
rhose we present toget I’:r with trivial sohnions, then there does not exist a t- 
(II. k, A )-design with M, as automorphism group. When a solution does exist for 
some A we have not concerned ourselves with posrible isomorpksm types. 
Designs with Mz4 
Here 1 l-(%4, 12, A)- lo-(24, 12.7A)w9-(24, 12, 35A)++8-(24,12,14OA). For 
1 l-( 24, 12. A ) we get A = 6 with (6,0,1,0,6), A = 14 with (14,0, ‘2,1,2), and 
A = I? with (5, 1,2,0, 17). Using these solutions along with the trivial solution 
( 1. 1. I. 1. 1) for A=13 we obtain nontriviczi solutions for A = 
6, 12. 14, 17,18,19,20 and all .i~23. Now here 7-(24,12,hjw6-(24,12,3A) 
and the first row of the matrix fer 7-(24, 12, A) implies A = 28a. We get (Y = 5 with 
( i. iLO. 0, l(l), a. = 39 with (3,0,0, I, 0), and (Y = 102 with (6,0,1,0,6). These 
eventually produce all cy 2 137. Here 5-(24,12, 12ca!)@4-(24,12,3Ocxj++3- 
!24. 12,7&I 1 -2-(24, 12, 154a) where the matrix for 5-(24, 12, A) forces 4 = 
1201. One gets QI = 4 with (0, 0, 0, 0, l), Q! = 55 with (1, 0, 0, 0,O) and eventually all 
cy 2 162. 
When k = 11 the ifesigns are trivial% when t == 8,9, 10. When t = 7 the first row 
implies A = 140(x. Also 7-(24,11, 14Oar)@6-(24, 11,504ar). We get cy = 5 with 
t 1.0, 10) and with the trivial design (x = 7 we get all nontrivial designs with 
(Y 229. Now th e matrix for t = S implks A = S4a. Also 5-(24, I. 1,84+*4- 
(24, 11,240a)~3-(24, 11,630~+~2-(24,, 11, 1540~~). SVe obts in cy =4 with 
((i. 0. ii, a = 55 with (l,O, 0) and then al’1 (Y 3 162. 
When k = 10 the designs are trivial when t = 8 and “). For t = 7 the first row 
implies A = 4&~ Here 7-(24, rO, 4Oar)**6-(24, 10,18C\aj. We get a! = 6 with 
(2,0,3), which, kth thtz trivial solution., then producc;s all nontrivial solutions 
with (Y 2 86. When c = 5 the matrix forces A = 36a. Also S-(24,10,36a)*4-(24, 
10. 12Ck)~3-(24, 10, 360a)*2-(24, 10, 99’3a). We get CII = 15 with (l,O, 0). 
(Y = 2X with J. 0. 1) and eventually all Q! 3 378. 
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For k = 9 the 8-(24, 9, A) is trivial. When t = 7 the matrix forces A = &K. Alsa 
7-(24, 9, &)++6-(24, !I, 48~~). One obtains cy = 8 with (4,0, l), CY = 60 with 
(0,4,3), and eventually all cu 3 120. With t = 5 then A = 12~~. Also 5-(24, 9. 
12ar)*4-(24, 9, 4&x)-3-(24, 9, 168a)e2-(24, 9, 528~~). One gets cy = 3 with 
(LO, O), a = 140 with (0, 0, 1) and then all cu 2 278. 
With k = 8 then 7-(24,8, A)*_-(24,8,9A). We get A = 15 with (15,0,1) and 
by using the trivial design (1, 1, 1) for A = 17 one eventually gets all nontrivial 
A 2239. Now 5-(24,8, a)++4-(24, 8, 5cu)*3-(24, 8, 21m)@2-(24, 8, 77~~). We 
get the classical Steiner system S(5, S,24), with A = 1 = CK, with (I, 0,O) and hence 
all a!rl. 
For k = 7 and t = 6 the designs here will be triGal. Now 5-(24,7,3@*4-(24, 
7, 20&*3-(‘24, 7, 105a)++2-(24, 7, 462a) and these are attainable for all (Y 
using (1, 0‘1 where a! = 1. 
For k =6, 5-(24, 6, (x)+*4-(24, 6, lOcu)*3-(24, 6, 70a)@2-(24, 6, 385a). 
One gets CY = 3 with (1, O), (Y = 16 with (0,l) and eventually all ar 2 39. 
For k g3 5 we can get only trivial designs since Mz4 is quintuply transitive. 
For k == 11 we have lo-(23,11, a)H9-(23,11,7a)*8-(23, 11, 35aJ and get 
(x = 6 with (6,0,0,1,0,0,6), Q! = 14 with (14,0,0,2,1, 1,2), and ar = 17 with 
(5,1,1,, 2,0,0,17). Using these solutions along with the trivial solution for cx = 13 
we obtain all nontrivial !,olutions for CY = 6, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20 and all a! 2 23. 
When t = 7 the matrix forces A = 140~~. We get Q = 5 with (5, 1, 0. 0, 0, 10, 50), 
cy = 6 with (6, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 6), cy = 7 with (7, 1, 0, 0, 1, 11, 40), and ~1 = 9 with (9, 
1, 0, 0, 2, 12, 30). So we. get ek = 5,6,7 and all cy 3 9. With t = 6 the matrix fcxes 
A = 28~~. One gets cy = 5 with (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10) , cx = 39 with (3, 0, 0, 0, 1, I, O), 
(;Y = 102 with (6, 0, 0, 1, 0, ,O, 6). We get all nontrivial designs <or cy 3 137. The 
matrix for j-(23, 11, A) iForo:s A = 840~ and we get a = 4 with (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 7). 
a! = 5 with (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10) and so we obtain all nontrivial designs with 
A = 84cu for ar = 4, 5, 8, 9, ji0 and al’1 cy Z= 12. If t = 4 then A = 12~~ a_sd further 4- 
(23,11,12cu)~3-(23, 1 L, 3Ocu)*2-(23, 11, 70~~). We get LY = 4 with (0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, l), (x = 55 with (1: 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) and eventually all cx 3 162. 
When k = 10 the designs here arc: all trivial for both t = 8 and 9. If t = 7, then 
the matrix forces A = 560a Iund a! == 1 with (5,1,0,6,16) yields all cr 3 2. With 
c := 6 the matrix implies A r,- 140~~. We get cu = 5 with (1, 1, 0, 0, lo), ar = 6 with 
(2:,0,0,3,3) and then all nontrivial designs for CE = 5, 6, 10, II, 12, If,, 16, 17, 
18, and all cu > 20. If t := 5, then the matrix implies A = 504~~. J+Je get CI = L! with 
(R 0, 0,2,7), ar = 5 with (1, l,O, 0, LO), Q! = 6 with (2,0,0,3,3;, and c~ = 7 with 
(3, 1, 0, 1,6). So we get all a! 24. The matrix w en t = 4 implies A = 84a. 
also 4-(23, 10,84++21- (23, 10, 2~&++2-(23, 10, 630~~). We get CE =f 4 
_ (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), (Y I= 15 with (1, 0, 0, 0,O) and then all (II 2 42. 
Let k = 9. The 8-(El, 9, A) is 
120~~. Using the trivial desig 
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designs for all (;Y b 4. When t = 16 the matrix forces A = 400. We get (Y = 6 with 
(2,2’, 0, 0, 3), a = 8 with (4,0,0, 1, l), Q! =‘2l with (1,5,1,0,6), and with the 
trivial design when a! == 17 we get all nontrivial designs with A = 40a for CY = 6: 8: 
12, 14, 16, 18 and all ci 2 20. The matrix for f == 5 forces A = 180~~. One obtains 
CY = 3 with (11, 2, 0, 0, 0), Q! = 4 with (8, 2, 0, 0, l), Q! = 5 with (5, 2, 0, 0, 2) and 
hence ai! (X 2 4. For t :-. 4 the matrix implies A = 36~~. Further, 4-(23, 9, 36~~) *3- 
(23, 9, 1:20~)-2-(23, 9, 360~~). We get a! = I! with (I., 0, 0, 0, 0), a! = 28 by (0, 0, 
0, 0, I), and then all a a 54. 
With IC = 8 and t = ‘;’ the matrix forces A = li6o~ We get (cy = 4 with (64,4,0,4,5) 
so we get all (Y 3 4 uGng the trivial design. For t = 6 the matrix requizs A = r3cu. 
We get QL = 8 with (4,4,&O, l), ar = 15 with (15,&O, 1, l), and (x = 34 with 
(2. 17, 1, 0,4). Using the trivial design with (CY = 17 we get all cy 3 53. The matrix 
when c = 5 forces A z:= 16~ and we get all (I! using (11, 1, 0, 0,O) where cu = 1. 
When t = 4 the matrix forces A = 40. Furthe,r, 4-(23, S., 4cx) @3-(23, 8, 20a) c=) 2- 
(23, 8, 56~~). One obtains all cy using (1, O., 0, 0,O) where cy = 1. 
Letting k = 7 and I’= 6 we get A = 15 with (15,0,0, 1). The trivial design has 
A = 17 so eventually all nontrivial designs are obtainable for A 3 239. For the 
r-(23.7, A) the minimal admissible A = 15 is attained by (3, 1, 0,O) so all nontrivial 
A = 3a! are attained. Now 4-(23, 7, a) ~3-(23, 7, 5ar)=2-(23, 7, 210:) and we 
attain all (x with (1, 0, 0,O) where cy = 1. 
For k = 4 the minimal A for 5-(23,6, A) is A = 6 and is attained using (3,2,0). 
Hence all rlontrivial designs are obtaintd. Now 4-(23, 6, 3a)=3-(23, 6, 
20a j-2-(23, 4, 105a) and we get all (x using (l,O, 0) where Q = 1. 
For k = 5 here 4-(23, 5, CU)-~-(L~, 5, lOa)m2-(23, 5, 70~). We get cu = 3 
with ( 1, 0), ti = 14 with (0, 1) and then all CE > 39. 
If k 54 all designs are trivial because MT3 is quadruply transitive. 
Designs with Mz2 
For the IO-(22, 1 I, A) we need A = 12cx and we get Q’ = Z! with (0, 4, 2, 2, 2, 3, 
0, I, 2, 4, 4, 0, 2, 2, 0, 4) and hence produce all nor&vial designs for cy 2 2. 
When t =- 9 the minimal A is 6 so A = 6~. Also 9-(22, 11, 6a)Wib(2,2, 11, 28~~). 
We get o == 6 with (4. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, ii, 6, O), a! = 11 with (7, 1, 1, 
0, 0, 0, 2. 1, 2, 0, 2, 0, 1, 1, 0, O), Ly = 14 lusing (8, 6, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 4, 
1, 1, 21. 3 = 15 with (3, 9, 1, 0, 0, 1, 3, 1, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 15), and cy = 16 with 
(2, 0, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 0, 3, 0, 1, 1, 5, 0). These together wjth the trivial design 
(when ~a -= 13) produce nontrivial designs for A = 6cy when (Y = 6, 11, 12 and all 
Q 3 ‘14. For f -= 7 then A = 105a and we get Q: I-- 3 with (3, 1. 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, C, 
1, 0, 3, .), 15, lo), Q. = 7 with (1, 1, 3, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 11 2, 2, 20, 20), and 
cv = 8 with (8, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 1, 7, 7, 31, IO). So we get cy == 3 and all 
cv 2 6. When t = 4 the matrix forces A =: 336~~. Now a 7-(22, 11, 1OScw) is a 6-(22, 
I I, 336% J so we have soluticm for (Y = 3 :snd 7. We get Q = 5 with1 (5, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, CL 0, 2, 1, 3, 4, 15, l 0) so we get cz f= 3 and ~11 0 >, 5. For c - 5 t 
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forces A = S&Y. We get (Y = 5 with (1, 0, 0. 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, lo), 
a =8 with(O,O,O, 0, 0, O,O, O,O,O,O,O, 1, 1, 8, 8) and eventualIy aI CY, 328. For 
I = 4 tlhe matrix forces A = 144~~. We get CY = 4 with (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 1, 0, 0, 8), a = 5 with (1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0, IO), So we get 
nontrivial designs with A = 144~~ for (Y = 4,5,8,9,10 and aIf CY 2 12. If t = 3 then 
the matrix implies A = 18~~. AIso 3-(22, 11, 18~~) -Z-(22, 11,40a). We get cy = 4 
using the last orbit and (X = 55 with the first orbit. Eventually all cz sz 162 are 
obtained. 
Now 9-(22, 10, A)+?-(22, 10, 7h) and we get A = 6 with (6, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 
1, 0, 01, 0, 6), A = 14 with (14, 14, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 2), A = 17 with (5, 5, 
1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 0, 0, 0, 17). With the trivial design when A = 13 these produce 
all nontrivial designs for A = 6, 12, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20 and all A -%Z3. For t = 7 we 
have A = 35a and we get cu = 3 with (3, 3, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0 3, 3, 12), Q! = 5 
with (5, 5, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,2, 1,4,4,2). These yield nontrivial designs for (x = 3, 5, 
6 ?nd all Q! 3 8. For t = 6 the matrix forces A = 140~~. .Now a 7-(22,10,35cu) is a 
6-(;22,10,140 ) a so we have solutions for cu = 3 and 5. We also get Q! = 7 with (11, 
1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0. 6, 6, 55) so we get ar=3 and all ix>5. When t=5 the 
matrix requires A = 28a. We get (X =5 with (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, lo), 
c = 12 with (4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0,6), and cy = 28 with (0,2, 0, 0, 0, 0. 1, 
;, 0, 0,2,2, 35). we eventually get aii CL 2 32. For t = 4 the matrix forces A = Q&X 
P/e ge:t a = 4 with (0, 0, 0, 9, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0,7), cx = 5 with (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, lO), CY = 6 with (2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 21), and hence all 
(Y 3 8. If c = 3 the matrix forces A = 12~~. Furthtir 3-(22, 10, 12ar)w2-(22, 10, 
3Ocq. ‘We get a! = 4 wit:h the last orbit, (x = 15 with the first orbit and hence all 
aa42. - 
When k = 9 the 8-(2&g? A) here will be trivial. For t = 7 then A = 1056~ and we 
get cx = 2 with (14, 2, 2, 2, 2, 0, 3, 5, 5, 11) and hence all (x 2 2. For t = 6 the 
matrix implies A = 560~. We get cy = 1 with (5, 1,5, 1, 1, 0, 0, 6, 0, 16) and hence 
all CL F’or t = 5 the matrix forces A = 140~~. We get a = 3 with (3, 1, 1, 1, O,O, 0, 0, 
0, 3) and (Y = 5 with ( 1 II 1, l4 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 10). They produce nontrivial designs 
for (X = 3,5,6 and all CY 2 8. For t = 4 the matrix implies A = 504~~. We get cx = 2 
with (6,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 5), a = 3 with (3,O, 0, 0, 0,O 0, 0, 1,6) and hence all 
cy 3 2. If t = 3 then the matrix forces A = 84~~. Also 3-(22,9,14cr)c=*2-422, 9, 
240~). We get cy = 3 with the first orbit, a = 4 with ;h: last orbit and then all 
(Y 266. 
. If k := 8 and t = 7 then A = 15~~. We get all nontrivial solutions for cy 2 2 using 
the trivial solution when cx = 1 and the solution (30, 2, 2, 2, 0, 2, 2,2, 3, 3) where 
CY = 2. If t = 6 the matrix implies A = 120~~. We gel cy. = 2 with (6, 0, Q, 2,2,4, I, 1, 
4, 1) and hence all 1y 3 2 using the trivial solution -‘or cy = 1. 
forces A = 40a. We get a = 4 with (36, 5, 5, 0, (1, 0, 0, 
11, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), Q -17 wit 
0, 3, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 3). So we g 
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the matrix forces A = 12~~ Also 3-(2’i., 8, 12~~) *Z-(22, 8, 401~). We get a! = 1 
using the first orbit and hence all ~1. 
When k = 7 the matrix for t = 6 forces A = i6ar. -We: get Q! =4 wit!h 
(64,4,4,&O, 4,4,5) and with the trivial design when (x = 1 we get alI Q! 2 4~. 
When t = 5 the matrix requires A = 80:. We get cy = 2 with (16, 16, 1, 5, 0, 0, 0, C) 
and a! = 15 with (90, 90, 0,24, 0, 0, 1. , 0). So we get cy = 2,4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and a!1 
a 2 14. The matrix when t = 4 impllies A = 16cu and we get all a! using (2, 2, 0, 1, 
0, 0, 0, 0) for cr = 1. For t = 3 the matrix requires X = 4a. Further 3-(22, 7, 
4~_~)=2-(22, 7 163). WC get all 0 using the first orbit when (Y = 1. 
Whenk=6andt=5wegetA = 6 with (6,3,3,0,2,0), h = 115 with (15,0,0, 0, 
1, 11, A = 20 with (4, 10, 10, 1, 6, 0), and A = 34 with (2, 17, 17, 2, 10, 0). Hence 
we produce all A ~32. For t =A the minimal A = 3 is attained using 
(3, 0, 1 , 0, 0, 0) 1 anb so all possible A are attained. Now here 3-(22, 6, A)*Z!-(22, 
6, Sh) and A = 1 is obtained using t!?e first orbit and hence at11 A are obtained. 
When k = 5 and t = 4 the minimal A = 6 is obtained wit.h (3,1,1,0) so all 
possible A occur. If t = 3 the minima.1 A = 3 is attained with the first orbit. Also 3- 
(22,5,3a)e2-(22,5,2Ocr) so all 01 occur. 
Wht:n k = 4 then 3-(22,4. cu+2-(22,4, lOa). We get (x = 3 C+h (l,O), (Y = 16 
with (0, 1) and then all Q 2 39. 
If k z : 3 all the designs are trivizl since MS2 is trip!y transitive. 
5. CmcIuding re 
The basic purpose of this pa.per was to determine ,.t;e action of the large 
Mathieu groups on an appropriate power set, and then to use that information to 
liearch mainly for ?-designs {allowing repeated blocks) with ra 6. Finding such 
dc=signs for even moderately sm;Jl A was fairly easy with our methods. It was a 
mild Jisappoantment not to have found such designs for 6 s l with no repeated 
blocks. 
It, was expsdient to lir._it the scope of this paper to the action and designs of 
Mz., 7 Mz, a Id W2, but our methods will certainly allow us to determine the 
acti In of Mz = PSL,(4) on 3(&), &? = 0,J ’ i 1. The associated diagram will be 
sornzivhat ur’w.+4dly, however., requiring as Y . )I as 45 orbits of lo-sets. This 
work is in progress bui 2 few (jf the a.ssocia,.& 11 tL,trices will be qnmewhat more 
dificult to completely search for ;-&y,icps. 
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